The book does contain some sound information, but what is and what is not is impossible to judge. This is illustrated throughout the book with a mixture of seeming fact, pseudo-science and possibly dangerous advice. The safety aspects of sensitisation are particularly lacking. This aspect of the use of essential oils is of greatest relevance for aromatherapy practitioners themselves. The medicinal activities of these broad chemical groups are the worst, particularly in Canada. This is an indication of an author who does not know the difference between irritation and sensitisation. In reality, these oils form sensitising agents over a period of time.

The safety of aromatherapy must be a concern for anyone. This is particularly true when you consider that there are so many serious medical conditions mentioned in this section. Many of them are treatable via the external use of these oils. The conditions are based on the error ridden chemistry of the editors and is therefore packed with major errors. The unverified assumptions of the editors and is therefore packed with major errors. The unverified assumptions of the herbal medicine with the external use of essential oils. In addition, this book contains information that is misleading. It is known what may have caused the patients reaction to Khella oil. The same old tired nonsense about toxic'. The same old tired nonsense about toxic'.

To suggest using this oil as internal medicine is dangerous, wrong and highly misleading. The oil is sometimes said to be as effective against the symptoms of acne as traditional medicinal remedies. This is an indication of an author who does not know the difference between irritation and sensitisation. In reality, these oils form sensitising agents over a period of time.

This claim is astonishing from someone who claims to have a University degree. In this connection, all oil names are given in their common directions, as they are often sold in the market. Of course, you should avoid any oil that smells unpleasant or that has a mixing consistency that is different from the usual. There are a number of references and editors that are known to the book.

The book does contain some sound information, but what is and what is not is impossible to judge. This is illustrated throughout the book with a mixture of seeming fact, pseudo-science and possibly dangerous advice. The safety aspects of sensitisation are particularly lacking. This aspect of the use of essential oils is of greatest relevance for aromatherapy practitioners themselves. The medicinal activities of these broad chemical groups are the worst, particularly in Canada. This is an indication of an author who does not know the difference between irritation and sensitisation. In reality, these oils form sensitising agents over a period of time.

This is an indication of an author who does not know the difference between irritation and sensitisation. In reality, these oils form sensitising agents over a period of time.